
TMA MASTER AND GRAND MASTER 

The fully-automated TMA Master™ and Grand Master™ make the process of creating tissue microarrays (TMAs) 
realiable, fast and easy. Creating TMA blocks by hand is difficult and time-consuming, while human errors can 
easily jeopardize entire studies.. The 3DHistech Arrayers, available from Caliper Life Sciences, provide simple 
and streamlined software in which to design a TMA layout, choose a core-size (0.6, 1, 1.5 and 2 mm) and select 
sample-sites from donor blocks. Either the convenient, built-in preview camera or a complete digital-slide 
from a 3DHistech slide-scanner can be used in the choosing of sampling locations. The actual drilling, coring, 
implanting and record keeping are then completely automatic, with no chance of misplaced cores! Using this 
technique, more than 400 specimens can be added to one slide.

The perfect solution for automated arraying is available, whether you require low or high-volume block 
creation. The TMA Master can accept up to 5 blocks per run, while the Grand Master has a 72 block capacity 
(up to 12 recipient blocks and up to 60 donor blocks can be used at the same time). 

TMA Master and
     Grand Master |Automated Tissue Microarrayers

Process tissue microarrays quickly and accurately 
while saving reagent, slides and time!
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Automated Arrayer Specifications

TMA MASTER GRAND MASTER

Capacity 5 Blocks 72 Blocks

Core Diameter 0.6, 1, 1.5, 2 mm 0.6, 1, 1.5, 2 mm

Donor Block Image Recording  magnification) Yes Yes

Barcode Reading Yes Yes

Digital Slide Use for Sample Designation Yes Yes

Dimensions  (W × H × D) 15x11.4x9.4”  (38x29x24) 31.5x18.1x19.7”  (80x46x50)

Weight 17 lbs 77 lbs

TMA Workflow 
TMA workflow can be streamlined by adding any of the Caliper Pannoramic scanners, which feature industry-leading 
image-quality and scan-speed . Before TMA creation, the scanner can be used to prepare a high-quality digital-slide 
from a section of each donor block, to be imported by the arrayer, to aid in the selection of sample sites. After TMA 
creation, the scanner can image the many differently-stained slides produced from the TMA block, exporting digital 
slides to 3DHistech’s TMA-Module software. This software combines the image of each core with metadata from the 
arrayer in a streamlined viewing & scoring environment, greatly accelerating studies and reducing record-keeping 
burdens and associated errors. More advanced image analysis can be performed with plug-in tools, including tools 
for cytomplasmic, membrane or nuclear measurement. If automated image analysis is required, Caliper’s inForm™ 
advanced image analysis software provides an easy-to-use interface that relies on a robust learn-by-example method. 

Just as with tissue-sections, scanned imagery from TMAs can easily be shared over the net, using the powerful and 
flexible CaseCenter™ server solution. CaseCenter allows for easy customization, access to remotely gathered data, 
open teleconsultation for second opinions, and it can run invisibly behind your organization’s LIS portal, if required.

Slides are prepared from each 
donor block to guide selection 
of sampling sites

Guide slides are scanned 
with a Pannoramic scanner

Pannoramic viewer is used to view 
high-quality images of guide 
slides and select sample sites

TMA Master software is used 
to create a new TMA layout

TMA Master automatically 
drills hole-pattern into fresh 
recipient block

TMA Master software is used 
to specify which sample will 
go to which recipient location

TMA Master automatically takes 
core samples from donor blocks and 
transfers them to recipient block, 
completing TMA manufacture

Slides created from the TMA 
are scanned with Pannoramic 
scanner

Digital slides from Pannoramic 
are easily united with metadata 
from TMA master in a streamlined 
gallery & scoring environment
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